B

RULES SHEET
Open/Western
Players must have a valid USGA or equivalent handicap to participate:
FORMAT:
Teams consist of four players each playing their own ball on each hole. The team must
record/use: 1 gross and 1 net score on holes that have a Blue Flag; 2 gross and 2 net scores on holes that
have a Red Flag; and 3 gross and 3 net scores on holes that have a
4 Balls on #9 Open and #9 Western: Green Flag for Saint Pat’s Day.
A Player’s score on a hole can be used for both a gross and net score, but does not have to be. No restriction
on how many times a Player’s score can be used.
TEES: Each player plays from the GREEN TEES, unless you qualify for the Silver or either Combo 1 or Combo
2 tees:
Combo 1: age 65 with a 15 index or greater
Silver: age 70 with a 15 index or greater
Combo 2: age 75 with a 15 index or greater*
If you are 70 and less than 75 and don’t qualify for the Silver, you will play Combo 1. If you
are at least 75 and don’t qualify for Combo 2, you will play the silver.
* at least 50% of your posted scores must be played from the Combo 2 tees (out of the last 20) in order to
play from the Combo 2 tees. Players who become age and handicap eligible after February 1, 2021 and
before June 1st, will immediately play from Combo 2 and will have 3 months from their 75th birthday to get
to the 50% level. Qualifications determined by 1st of month of the round.
PRIZES:
Gross & Net Prizes for each flight. Flights and Places paid off to be determined based on
number of entries. Due to health considerations, there will be no par 3 contests.
HANDICAPS: All handicaps are calculated using 100% of adjusted index as of March 1st. Strokes are taken
as they fall on the card. In order to qualify for gross prizes, the combined indexes of the team members
must be = or > 40.0 as of March 1st. In addition, to qualify for gross or net prizes the stroke differential
between 3rd and 4th highest handicap players cannot be >10.0. The 4th player may play down to meet the
10 stroke requirement and the revised index will be used to calculate the March 1st 40 index requirement
for gross.
RULES: RULES: USGA Rules in conjunction with the current Local Rules of Braemar CC govern all play. The14
Club Rule is in effect. All Scores will be posted as Tournament Scores. Unless rakes are available you may lift,
smooth and replace the ball in the same place in the bunker. You may play fairway divots as ground under
repair (filled or not) dropping at the nearest point of relief whether they have been filled or not.
FLAG STICKS ARE TO REMAIN IN AT ALL TIMES.
Cancellations must be 72 hours in advance of the tournament to avoid being charged.
Appeals will be considered by the Board.
Scorecards: Check, sign and submit to Pro Shop immediately after round. Unsigned score cards can lead to
disqualification. Please do not congregate after the tournament, respect the “Safer at Home Order” and
ClubCorp’s policy.

